Having a deep value for personal freedom
Operating with an unconventional, innovative

james's
understanding

Jupiter in
The creator of new possibilities

Aquarius

An effective networker, that can easily galvanize the
"troops"

james’s Mercury is the ruler of communication and is sextile
Ascendant Sextile
to sonia’s Ascendant, one’s persona or external mask. This
Mercury
represents a relationship that celebrates the free expression
orb: 0
and exchange of ideas. Together you have enough energy to
sustain talking for hours. You enjoy the journey of exploring
your thoughts, which at times manifests into literal travel
experiences.
Your share similar intellectual inclinations, being drawn
towards areas that require an analytical and investigative
mind. These skills when successfully applied allows you to ask
the right questions to each other and truly understand the
colorful makeup of your partner. This grows a tolerance of
not only each other but of the world around you too.
When you combine your minds together there’s a sense of
ease when accomplishing goals. Together you work best
when your ambitions are clearly defined and mapped out.
This avoids the restlessness that Mercury may sometimes
experience. Your love for intellectual exploration may
sometimes stunt your relationships emotional growth, as you
may only engage in things in a mental or superficial way.
Delving deeper requires deepening one’s emotional self and
understanding of each other.

Mars’s exuberant energy, in association with the Ascendant
activates an infinite resource of energy for the relationship to
draw from. Your are outwardly seen as a very active couple.
When needed, you can be each other’s drill sergeant and
coach each other out of a funk and back into productivity.

Ascendant Sextile
Mars
orb: 1

When in awareness of your power together, you operate as
a team. You enjoy stimulating each other’s competitive
natures, all directed towards the advancement of the goal.
You engage in bouts of “friendly” competition, which fasttracks each other’s mental and physical growth. But it is
crucial to allow yourself time to relax and recuperate.
This energy works well when consciously towards a greater
goal that encourages a working relationship with each other.
Unconscious expenditure of this energy can manifest in
unnecessary ego battling and other un-constructive activities.

An easy-going, calm, and steady demeanor

sonia's
Ascendant in
Taurus

A natural, unaffected beauty, likely to not be very
made-up
Unwavering in their preferences, with a strong and
developed taste

Drawn to mystical and ethereal endeavors

james's
Mars in Pisces

A free-flowing energetic spirit
Imaginative enterprising nature
Achieving higher states of sexual interaction

